
ARTIKEL BEZEICHNUNG UVP (CHF) Info

LD1.0 Opus Technologies rackable 5A loop amplifier for 250 m². Rack mounting kit not supplied. 1’050.00 ↑

LD2.0 Opus Technologies rackable 7A loop amplifier for 450 m². Rack mounting kit not supplied. 1’200.00 ↑

LD3.0 Opus Technologies rackable 10A loop amplifier for 1000 m². Rack m. kit not supplied. 1’360.00 ↑

OP-R Wall-mounting or 1U 19’’ rack-mounting kit for 1 or 2 LD series amplifier or wall fixation. 70.00 ↑

LD1.2 2x5A LD1.0 loop amplifier for low-crosstalks systems or very wide coverage. Rack 
mounting kit supplied 

1’990.00 ↑

LD2.2 2x7A LD2.0 induction loop amplifier for low-crosstalks systems or very wide coverage. 
Rack mounting kit supplied 

2’360.00 ↑

LD3.2 2x10A LD3.0 induction loop amplifier for low-crosstalks systems or very wide coverage. 
Rack mounting kit supplied 

2’730.00 ↑

OP-R Wall-mounting or 1U 19’’ rack-mounting kit for 1 or 2 LD series amplifier or wall fixation. 70.00 ↑

DCL20-K Complete kit. It includes a DCL20 induction loop amplifier, a coil with its connections, an 
external power, a surface microphone and a « adapted for hearing-impaired area » 
sticker.

335.00 ↑

DCL20-K1 Complete kit. It includes a DCL20 induction loop amplifier, a coil and its connections, and 
external power, a gooseneck microphone and a « adapted for hearing-impaired area » 
sticker.

405.00 ↑

DCL20-SA Kit for small room. It includes a DCL20 induction loop amplifier, a 30 ml wire reel, an 
external power, a surface microphone and a « adapted for hearing-impaired area » 
sticker.

395.00 ↑

DCL20-TV Kit for TV room. It includes a DCL20 induction loop amplifier, a 30 ml wire reel, a digital-
analog converter, an external power, a surface microphone and a « adapted for hearing-
impaired area » sticker.

440.00 ↑

DCL20 DCL20 amplifier with power supply 290.00 ↑

OP-E3 Hearpiece, handset shape, for people without hearing aid, to be paired with a DCL20. 75.00 ↑

OP-M Miniature surface microphone for DCL20 23.00 ↑

OP-M80 Gooseneck microphone 66.00 ↑

COUS Cushion with integrated induction loop for DCL20-K 135.00 ↑

OP-IL Replacement standard magnetic loop for DCL20, supplied with connector 34.00 ↑

eLOOP Portable loop amplifier with 5V power supply, lithium battery, mounting bracket and 
information sticker.

365.00 new

eLOOP+ Portable loop amplifier with handset, OP-M80 gooseneck microphone, 5V power supply, 
lithium battery, mounting bracket and information sticker.

435.00 new

PORTABLE COMPACT LOOP AMPLIFIERS

 LARGE  2 CHANNEL CLASS-D LOOP AMPLIFIERS

 SMALL COVERAGE CLASS-D LOOP AMPLIFIERS
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 LARGE CLASS-D LOOP AMPLIFIERS
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LDP1.0-M Portable loop system integrated in a suitcase including: 1 LD1.0 amplifier, a wireless 
microphone OPUS 10, a storage locker, an RX20 receiver and a 100m cable reel.

2’870.00 ↑

LDP2.0-M Portable loop system integrated in a suitcase including: 1 LD2.0 amplifier, a wireless 
microphone OPUS 10, a storage locker, an RX20 receiver and a 100m cable reel.

3’000.00 ↑

LDP3.0-M Portable loop system integrated in a suitcase including: 1 LD3.0 amplifier, a wireless 
microphone OPUS 10, a storage locker, an RX20 receiver and a 100m cable reel.

3’160.00 ↑

LDP1.0 Portable loop system integrated in a suitcase including: 1 LD1.0 amplifier, a storage locker 
and a 100m cable reel.

2’140.00 ↑

LDP2.0 Portable loop system integrated in a suitcase including: 1 LD2.0 amplifier, a storage locker 
and a 100m cable reel.

2’260.00 ↑

LDP3.0 Portable loop system integrated in a suitcase including: 1 LD3.0 amplifier, a storage locker 
and a 100m cable reel.

2’400.00 ↑

OP-FSM Field Streingth Meter 360.00 ↑

RC50 19mm Isolated copper foil for ground installation. 50 Meter Reel. 198.00 ↑

RC100 19mm Isolated copper foil for ground installation. 100 Meter Reel. 385.00 ↑

RC150 19mm Isolated copper foil for ground installation. 150 Meter Reel. 560.00 ↑

ADH-RC RC50-100-150 Copper Tape Hot Melt Adhesive Roll with "DO NOT CUT" message 30.00 ↑

OP-LI5 Blocked twin connected cable between amplifier and loop, 5 meter 66.00 ↑

OP-LI10 Blocked twin connected cable between amplifier and loop, 10 meter 99.00 ↑

OP-LI15 Blocked twin connected cable between amplifier and loop, 15 meter 122.00 ↑

OP-6505 Digital counter intercom with touch pad. Designed for use in any situation involving 
personal communication with a counterpart at a counter, booth or office.

1’090.00 ↓

OP-6505B Digital counter intercom with touch pad and with the DCL20 loop amplifier. 1’350.00 ↓

OP-6507 Digital counter intercom with press buttons. 810.00 new

OP-6507B Digital counter intercom with press buttons and with the DCL20 loop amplifier. 1’080.00 new

OP-10STX UHF stationary transmitter 863 - 865MHz, 16 selectable channels, 2 mixable inputs. 665.00 ↑

OP-10T UHF 863 - 865MHz portable transmitter, lithium-ion battery with 14H autonomy. 297.00 ↑

OP-8TH Handheld microphone transmitter 863 -865MHZ 315.00 ↑

ACCESSORIES FOR AMPLIFIERS

 WINDOWS INTERCOM SYSTEMS

 RF WIRELESS AUDIO SYSTEM • TRANSMITTER

 PORTABLE LARGE AREA LOOP  (WITH WIRELESS MICROPHONE)

 PORTABLE LARGE AREA LOOP  (WITHOUT WIRELESS MICROPHONE)
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OP-10R UHF portable receiver 863 - 865MHz, lithium-ion battery with 14H autonomy. 340.00 ↑

OP-10SRX UHF fixed receiver 863 - 865MHZ diversity. 785.00 ↑

OP-10CH2 Charging and storage box for 2 devices. 120.00 ↑

OP-10CH18 Transport and charge suitcase for 18 OPUS 10 devices 955.00 ↑

OP-10CH36 Transport and charge suitcase for 36 OPUS 10 devices 1’777.00 ↑

OP-CAS Storage box 18 '' with pre-cut foam. Size : 470 x 357 x 176 mm 167.00 ↑

OP-CAS1 Stored box 10 '' with pre-cut foam. Size : 270 x 246 x 124 mm 98.00 ↑

OP-CAS4 Storage box 28,5 '' with pre-cut foam. Size : 720 x 430 x 180 mm 330.00 ↑

TR-iL Neckloop with 3.5mm jack 69.00 ↑

OP-10TG Single High Definition Earphone. 35.00 ↑

CE-1 Low-cost headphones 15.00 ↑

CE-Pack Low-cost headphones - Pack of 100 units 1’190.00 new

M-801S Microphone electred headband 140.00 ↑

W-68T Clip-on microphone. 63.00 new

 RF WIRELESS AUDIO SYSTEM • LISTENING AND MICROPHONE ACCESSORIES

 RF WIRELESS AUDIO SYSTEM • RECEIVER

 RF WIRELESS AUDIO SYSTEM • CHARGE AND STORAGE
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